Princeton Puzzle Hunt 2020
Hint Set 1

Transformations
Another transformation might be: Mikey -> Michael

Just for Kids
What’s that in the upper left-hand corner of the picture?

Bold Beginnings
 Doesn’t really seem like the lines in this poem fit together...

Maze Paths
Start at green and find a way to purple.

Strange Symbols
The rectangular diagram is the key.

Map to the Stars' Homes
Take a look (directly) up at the stars!

Eat Your Heart Out, Hyperloop
Some spatial manipulation was required in the making of this puzzle.

A Cipher in C Major
Hamilton, Act 1, Song #21

Hello, Darkness
Windows: what the heck is deepsound? Mac: Information about information sounds like metadata...
Princeton Puzzles++
Confession: we made a couple important changes.

Nonogram Clock
The clock face has some of the elements of a traditional grandfather clock. And some other stuff…

Hometowns
Dig a bit deeper into the histories of the given towns.

Encoded Message
How can you derive letters or words from these seemingly random numbers?

Mysterious Cinema
One old director is more famous than any other for the technique used in all of these scenes.

8-Bit Artwork
Fill each square with a color so that the rectangles match their country!

The Boardrooms
If you try hard enough, any board can be a chess board.

Puzzle Manor Metapuzzle
Use the puzzle answers to match suspects to rooms!